Value at risk (VaR) is an important and widely used measure of the extent to which a given portfolio is subject to risk present in ¿nancial markets. Considerable amount of research was dedicated during recent years to development of acceptable methods for evaluation of this risk measure.
Introduction
Value at Risk (VaR) is an important measure of exposure of a given portfolio of securities to different kinds of risk inherent in ¿nancial environment. By now, it became a tool for risk management in ¿nancial industry [1] and part of industrial regulatory mechanisms [2] . Considerable amount of research was dedicated recently to development of methods of risk management based on Value at Risk [3, 19, 20, 21, 31] . This literature is dedicated mainly to ef¿cient techniques for computing VaR of a given portfolio.
VaR is a simple and intuitive measure of risk. Some other frequently used, but not equally intuitive measures of risk are the variance, the semi-standard deviation and the conditional value at risk (CVaR, see below). Risk measures can be compared in two ways: Firstly, risk measures differ in their theoretical properties and the decision maker may choose the measure which ¿ts to his/her preferences. Secondly, ef¿cient frontiers pertaining to different risk measures may be calculated and compared. In this way, the quality of portfolio selected for optimal risk measure 1 can be judged in terms of risk measure 2.
In this paper we compare VaR, CVaR and standard deviation as risk measures both in terms of theoretical properties and ef¿cient frontiers for a concrete data set. Among all possible theoretical properties we concentrate on those which are particularly relevant for optimization problems studied here. Evaluation of different risk measures from the point of view of utility theory is outside the scope of this paper, interesting discussion of this issue is contained in [18] . Ef¿cient frontiers for standard deviation and CVaR are easy to calculate, the VaR case is however much more computationally involved. The problem nonconvex, may exhibit many local minima and is of combinatorial character, i.e. exponential growth in computational complexity. We present a smoothing algorithm, which allows to calculate optimal portfolios in the VaR sense with high accuracy and in reasonable time.
Consider a ¿nite set of assets ' c 2c c ? which can be any kind of ¿nancial assets, stocks, bonds and options being the most common examples. Within the observation period (e.g. 10 days), the assets generate returns 1 ' E1 c 1 P c c 1 c c which are unknown at the time of portfolio allocation and treated as random variables.
The investor has a budget of 1 unit (without loss of generality). He/she may decide on the positions % ' E% c % P c c % c in these assets, such that % f (no short sales permitted) and S c 9 % ' (budget constraint). Using the vector 1l ' Ec c of ones, we may write the budget constraint as % e 1l ' .
The value of the portfolio at the end of the observation period is
The expected return of this portfolio is HE` ' HE% e 1 ' % e HE1 Suppose U some risk measure, like those based on VaR, CVaR or the standard deviation (Std). For a given minimal expected return >, the U-ef¿cient portfolio is the solution of the problem Minimize (in % UE% e 1 subject to
The curve which represents the dependence of the optimal value of this problem on the parameter > is called the U-ef¿cient frontier. Essentially, this is a generalization of the classical concept of mean-variance ef¿cient frontier due to Markowitz [23] for the case of an arbitrary risk measure U.
The value`of the portfolio at the end of the observation period is a random variable with distribution function 8 (say) i.e. 8 E ' Si` j ' Si% e 1 j. Of course, 8 depends on %.
It is sometimes easier to argue in terms of measures of safety, i.e. characteristic values of a portfolio, which the decision maker wants to make as large as possible. These measures have evident one-to-one relation with risk measures which is clear from examples which follow.
In particular, we will consider the following measures of safety V:
The quantile of return of level k.
' k E` ' ?ui G 8 E : kj
The conditional expectation of return not exceeding quantile of level k.
The standard-deviation corrected mean.
SDCM R E` ' HE` 4 StdE`
Here 4 is a risk aversion factor.
On the basis of safety measures, risk measures, i.e. values which should be as small as possible, can be de¿ned. In this paper, we consider the following risk measures
Value at Risk (VaR) of return:
Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) of return:
Standard deviation
In this paper we focus on application of Value-at-Risk (VaR) in the context of optimal portfolio selection. This is a relatively novel application of VaR as opposed to utilization of VaR for risk management purposes. One of the reasons is that VaR optimization is inherently more dif¿cult than, for example, variance optimization and ef¿cient solution algorithms for this problem are lacking. The objective of this paper is ¿lling of this gap with the aim of putting VaR on equal footing with variance as portfolio selection criterion. We argue that for investor whose risk preferences are expressed in terms of Value-at-Risk it is important to consider this measure directly because other risk measures like variance, or even seemingly related CVaR, may represent a poor substitute.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to comparison of risk measures considered in this paper based on theoretical properties of widely recognized importance. We argue that no measure posseses uniform advantage over other measures from the point of view of these properties. Formulation of optimization problems used for computation of mean-risk ef¿cient frontiers for different risk measures is presented in section 3. We concentrate here on empirical variants of risk measures derived directly from historic data. [32] .
VaR optimization can be considered as a stochastic programming problem of special type. In particular, it is related to stochastic programming problems with probability constraints [30] . General references for stochastic programming models and solution techniques are [7] , [14] , [22] , [33] . Different applications of stochastic programming to optimal asset allocation including analysis of different risk measures were considered in [9] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [15] , [17] , [26] , [27] , [34] .
Properties of safety measures
A safety measure assigns a numerical value to a random distribution of wealth. Safety measures can be compared on the basis of their properties. In this section, some of these properties are discussed.
First, we collect some de¿nitions of properties of safety measures. Let VE` be a safety measure, where`is a random wealth.
(i)V is translation-equivariant, if for all`and all S : f VE`n S ' VE` n S (ii)V is positively homogeneous, if for all`and all S : f
(iii)V is concave if for all random variables` and`P (they may be dependent) and f b , VEb` n E b`P bVE` n E bVE`P (iv)V is comonotone additive, if VE` n`P ' VE` n VE`P for comonotone random variables` and`P. Two random variables` and`P are comonotone, if there is a uniform [0,1] random variable T and two monotone functions } and } P such that` ' } ET ,`P ' } P ET .
(v)V is monotonic w.r.t. the order relation !, if` !`P implies that VE` VE`P. In particular, we consider the following order relations.
- 
Relations between the safety measures
If W is distributed according to a Gaussian distribution E6c j P , then the following relations hold:
' k E` ' 6 n jx 3 
Ekc
(2) where x is the standard normal distribution function.
SDCM R E` ' 6 4j (4) Here 4 is a risk aversion factor.
For k fD, x 3 Ek f and one sees that all three measures are of the form 6 Kj, for K : f. For distributions other than the normal, the three values measure quite different properties of the distribution.
However, the relation k E` ' k E` holds always. Moreover, there is an important property of the k E`: It can be represented as the minimal value of some optimization problem [32] :
Here d o 3 ' 4?E c f. Properties of risk measures, in particular VaR and CVaR, are obtained from properties of safety measures in an obvious fashion.
Optimal portfolios based on historical or simulated data
In this section we start to study the properties of portfolios which exhibit optimal VaR and CVaR properties, develop numerical approaches for ¿nding such portfolios and compare them between themselves and with mean-variance optimal portfolios. There are two possible ways to approach this problem from the data point of view. One possibility is to approximate original historic data by parametrized probabilistic distribution, e.g. normal or lognormal distribution, and use this distribution in order to describe portfolio properties. Another possibility is to use historic data directly by setting up a sample distribution of portfolio returns on the basis of such data. In this paper we choose the second possibility. The strongest argument in favour of this choice is that both VaR and CVaR are sensitive to the tail properties of distributions and many parametrized families are notoriously bad in describing such properties of real data. Indeed, for the case of normal distribution VaR, CVaR and variance will generate the same ef¿cient frontier, which is clear from (2)- (4) .
Suppose the optimal portfolio must be found for a sample of historical or simulated return vectors 1 c 1 P c c 1 Ç . To put it differently, one may say that we now assume that the distribution of the wealth`takes the values % e 1 c ' c c , each with probability * . Let e ' Ç S Ç 9 1 be the average return vector.
Using the three different risk measures VaRE`, CVaRE` and StdE`, leads to quite differently structured optimization problems.
The Std optimization is a convex quadratic program:
Using (6) The VaR optimization is a nonconvex program, which may have many local minima.
Ef¿cient commercial software based on several decades of algorithmic and theoretical research exists for solution of problems (7) and (8) . Current situation with the problem (9) is the opposite one. This is due to the fact that the objective function in (9) , generally speaking, is nonconvex and nondifferentiable. Little is known about properties of such problems and ef¿cient general algorithms for their solution are nonexistent. What is possible, however, is to exploit the structure of (9) in order to develop ef¿cient solution techniques speci¿cally tailored for VaR optimization problem. This is one of the principal aims of the present paper.
In order to understand better the properties of (8) and its relation to CVaR optimization problem (8) we investigated the properties of historic VaR and CVaR as function of portfolio composition using stock market data. Here and in subsequent experiments we utilized the same data set which was used in [11] for evaluation of so-called universal portfolios and which contains more than 20 years of NYSE stock data for representative set of companies from different industry sectors. Typical patterns of VaR dependence on portfolio composition are presented on Figures 1,2.
Two portfolios were selected, say, % and % P c and a family of portfolios %Eb was considered which is de¿ned by linear combination of these two portfolios:
%Eb ' b% n E b% P Metals. Portfolios % and % P were composed from these stocks in the following proportion:
The following obsevations about VaR behavior can be made on the basis of these experiments.
1. Sample VaR is very irregular function with multiple local minima and maxima evenly distributed in the function domain. VaR values in overwhelming majority of these minima are very far away from the optimal VaR value. The number of local minima grows with the number of observations and sooner or later a portfolio where VaR attains its locally minimal value can be found in the vicinity of every portfolio. Moreover, VaR function is nondifferentiable in every local minima. This means that straightforward application of standard techniques of nonlinear optimization to solution of problem (9) is practically hopeless. Usually such methods require differentiability of the objective function, which is not the case here. Even if a method can overcome this obstacle, it still will ¿nd only a local minima of VaR function. This will not bring us any closer to the solution of (9) because an arbitrary local minimum does not provide any information whatsoever about solution of VaR optimization problem.
2. Closer analysis shows, however, that VaR function possesses pronounced structure which can be exploited for solution of problem (9) . In fact, even after a brief look at Figure  1 . Even in the cases when its behavior does not seem to be convex, like on Figure 2 , it still has only a few local minima with values which are close to the optimal values. The second pattern de¿nes the local behavior. It is a highly irregular pattern which is responsible for almost all local minima and for nondifferentiability. When the number of observations increases, the local pattern becomes more and more irregular, but its magnitude becomes gradually smaller. As a result, the overall behavior of VaR function gradually comes closer to much more regular global pattern.
This observation provides a clue for our approach to solution of problem (9) . It is centered around preprocessing of the VaR function. The objective of such preprocessing is to ¿lter out or smooth out the irregular local pattern and extract the global pattern of VaR function. After that nonlinear optimization techniques can be ef¿ciently utilized for solution of problem (9) . This approach is explained in the next section.
Before proceeding further let us address another important question: what does empirical evidence say about relation between VaR and CVaR. Answer to this question has profound implication for the ways of approaching the solution of problem (9) . If empirical evidence shows that solution of CVaR optimization problem (8) is a good approximation to solution of problem (9) then it is reasonable for all practical purposes to substitute the problem (9) by problem (9) . This is because the problem (8) is just a linear programming problem which is much easier to solve than the problem (9) . Unfortunately, empirical evidence shows that VaR and CVaR are substantially different risk measures and this substitution may bring about very misleading results.
In order to answer this question we proceeded similarly to (10) . Two stocks were selected and two portfolios were considered: portfolio % consisted only of stock 1 and portfolio % P consisted only of stock 2. VaR and CVaR were minimized on the set uE% c % P of all linear combinations of these portfolios (10) parametrized with parameter b with f b Let us introduce some notations:
VaRE% -VaR of portfolio %( % dC -portfolio from the set uE% c % P with the minimal value of VaR VaR Rc =VaRE% dC -minimal value of VaR on the set uE% c % P ( VaR Rd2 -maximal value of VaR on the set uE% c % P ( % %dC -portfolio from the set uE% c % P with the minimal value of CVaR -E% -return of portfolio %( -Rc -minimal value of portfolio return on the set uE% c % P ( -Rd2 -maximal value of portfolio return on the set uE% c % P Note that in this setting it is very easy to ¿nd both VaR-optimal and CVaR-optimal portfolios because in both cases we have one dimensional optimization problem to solve. Suppose now that VaR-optimal portfolio % dC is substituted by CVaR-optimal portfolio % %dC By doing so we make two kinds of substitution errors. The ¿rst error . dE is related to the fact that such substitution leads to a larger value of VaR and is measured as follows:
If the cases when CVaR optimal portfolio is a good approximation of VaR optimal portfolio this error will be limited to a few percentage points. On the other hand for randomly selected portfolio such error will have an average value of around 50. The second error . E measures the difference between returns of VaR-optimal and CVaR-optimal portfolios and is constructed similarly:
Our experiments show that in some cases CVaR-optimal portfolio approximates VaR-optimal portfolio reasonably well. On the other hand in many other cases CVaR-optimal portfolio is a poor substitution for VaR-optimal portfolio because the substitution error is not much better compared to the error of randomly selected portfolio. Some such cases are summarized in the following More evidence supporting our claim that VaR and CVaR are two substantially different risk measures is presented in Section 5 where respective ef¿cient frontiers are compared. The evidence presented so far serves as a motivation for the development of numerical approach tailored for computation of VaR-optimal portfolios which is presented in the next section.
Computation of VaR ef¿cient portfolios
As we have seen in the last section, VaR function can be described as a sum of two components. The ¿rst component de¿nes the global behavior and it is a fairly well behaved component which sometimes approaches convexity. It has pronounced global minimum and few if any local minima. Another component de¿nes the local behavior and it is very noisy, nonsmooth and it has many local minima. It is the local component which makes VaR optimization a dif¿cult task. This observation underlies our approach to numerical solution of VaR optimization problem (9) which consists of three steps. In what follows these three steps are described in more detail.
Extracting the global behavior of VaR function: SVaR
This is the central part of our approach which aims at achieving two objectives. The ¿rst objective is to ¿lter out the numerous local minima produced by noisy local component of VaR function. The second objective is to substitute original nonsmooth VaR function by approximate smooth function which can be treated by standard nonlinear programming techniques. It appears that both these objectives are achieved by special approximation technique developed in this paper.
In principle, general approximation techniques, like spline approximation, can be also used for approximation of VaR function. However, they require computational overhead which grows fast with dimension of portfolio. This makes such approaches dif¿cult to utilize for problems of realistic dimension because the value of approximating function is going to be computed many times during optimization process. For this reason we had to develop approximation approach speci¿cally tailored for exploitation of the special structure of the VaR function. General description of this approach is given in this section and its mathematical background is given in Appendix.
Let us simplify our notations and denote VaR function which is the objective of (9) by T E% Besides portfolio % it depends on return observations 1 c c 1 Ç and on probability value k, but we omit this dependence where it will not cause confusion.
We approximate original VaR function by the following family of smoothed VaR functions T E"c % (SVaR) parametrized by smoothing parameter ", " : f:
Coef¿cients S 4 E% in (11) satisfy the following conditions: 1. S 4 E% are twice continuously differentiable for all " : f 2. S 4 E% $ f as " $ f for every % and for which T E% 9 ' % e 1 3. S 4 E% $ * as " $ 4 for every % and 4.
S Ç 9 S 4 E% '
Under these conditions T E"c % is twice continuously differentiable for all " : f. This property is important because T E"c % is going to be minimized by standard nonlinear programming algorithms, and they usually require that the objective function has this property. Another consequence of conditions 1-4 is that T E"c % $ T E% as " $ f and
as " $ 4 which is just the average return of portfolio %. Thus, we have the whole range of approximations from very precise approximations for small values of " which, however, leave untouched undesired properties of original VaR function, to very well behaved, almost linear approximations which, however, retain little information about original VaR function. Therefore the choice of smoothing parameter " is governed by tradeoff between two conÀicting objectives of having precise approximation and having smooth approximation with as few local minima as possible.
A large family of possible selections of coef¿cients S 4 E% from (11) is described in Appendix (see (23) - (24) and Theorem 2). It turns out that each speci¿c expression for S 4 E% is de¿ned by a certain function ) 4 E5 of one dimensional parameter 5 which provides a smooth approximation for a unit step function )E5 G )E5 ' u 5 f f L| ihti Function ) 4 E5 which we used in our experiments is de¿ned in (25) These ¿gures similarly to Figures 1-3 show dependence of VaR function T E% (thin line) on parameter b which de¿nes portfolio %Eb as linear combination of portfolios % and % P obtained according to (10) . Portfolios % and % P consisted of three stocks (Schlumberger, Morris, % ' EfSbSSHc fc ff2, % P ' Efc fSeS2ec fD.S VaR was computed on the basis of 500 daily observations for probability 0.95. Thick line on these ¿gures represents smoothed VaR computed for different values of smoothing parameter " Figure 4 shows the case of small value of smoothing parameter " ' fff In this case smoothed VaR T E"c % follows regular VaR very well, although even in this case the smoothing managed to cut off many irrelevant local minima. The case of larger value of " ' fffe is represented on Figure 5 . Here local noisy component of VaR is ¿ltered out completely and only global well behaved component remains.
Smoothing approach presented here is implemented in MATLAB environment [24] and presents a robust tool for approximation of sample VaR function by smooth function with pronounced global minimum.
Minimizing smoothed VaR function
Ef¿cient nonlinear programming software present in the market can be used for ¿nding VaRef¿cient portfolios by minimizing smoothed VaR function. In our experiments we used fmincon subroutine from MATLAB Optimization Toolbox which is fairly reliable and fast solver for problems of medium size. Another option is to use nonlinear programming solvers available in GAMS environment [8] .
Postprocessing
The result of the previous step is portfolio % SAEC which is either a global minimizer or a good local minimizer of smoothed VaR function. In most cases this will be enough for practical purposes. However, if one wish to improve on this, it can be done taking as a starting point portfolio % SAEC Let us consider two possibilities for doing this.
Local minimization of VaR function.
In order to do this is is enough to solve linear programming problem of small to medium size which can be done very fast by current commercial codes. We have found that subroutine linprog from MATLAB Optimization Toolbox is suf¿cient for this purpose. Again, solvers present in GAMS environment present another good choice.
Let us formulate postprocessing LP. According to de¿nition of sample VaR T E% there exists index which depends on % SAEC such that T E% ' % e SAEC 1 & and inequality
is satis¿ed for at least k observations 1 c 9 ' c where k is the smallest integer which is not smaller then E k and k is a probability for which VaR is computed. Let us denote by \ an arbitrary set of k indices for which inequality 12 is satis¿ed. Then the solution of the following linear programming problem is a local minimum of VaR function T E% and provides better value of VaR then % SAEC 4?
% e 1l ' c % f (17) Our experience is that improvement of VaR value obtained through solution of this problem is relatively small.
Global minimization of VaR function.
Using notations introduced above we can reformulate VaR optimization problem (9) as follows:
4?
subject to constraints (14)- (17) where minimization is performed with respect to all % and all pairs Ec \ where and set \ contains exactly k elements among integers ic c j q ij This is a dif¿cult mixed integer programming problem and it is practically impossible to solve it to optimality for problems of realistic dimension without having good information about the optimal solution. However, minimum of smoothed VaR function % SAEC provides just this information. For this reason (18) can be used for improvement of solution % SAEC In our experiments we have not used this approach because minimization of smoothed
VaR together with postprocessing according to (13)- (17) gave results which were already good.
Comparison of ef¿cient frontiers
Now we have in place all tools necessary for utilization of VaR as a criterion for optimal investment. This is done following classical Markowitz approach [23] : VaR is minimized for different values of return > by solving problem (3) and mean-VaR feasible set is constructed from which mean-VaR ef¿cient frontier is derived. After this an investor with speci¿c risk preferences can choose the target value of VaR and select portfolio on ef¿cient frontier that provides the best return for a given value of VaR. But how such mean-VaR ef¿cient frontier compares with classical mean-variance ef¿cient frontier? If the difference is small there is no point in abandoning classical mean-variance approach in favour of VaR. In order to answer this question we conducted a study with the same set of stock market data which was used in previous experiments. The purpose was to compare mean-variance, mean-CVaR and mean-VaR ef¿cient frontiers obtained on the basis of historical data by solution of problems (7), (8) and (9) for different values of return >. Each computation of ef¿cient frontier involved 200-500 solutions of respective optimization problem. Problems (7) and (1) are standard quadratic and linear programming problems respectively that can be solved by wide choice of available commercial software. We have found MATLAB optimization toolbox suf¿cient for our purposes. VaR optimization problem (9) was solved using smoothing described in the previous section. The whole implementation consists of a system of MATLAB M-¿les which use solvers fmincon (nonlinear programming) and linprog (LP) from MATLAB Optimization Toolbox.
Results of a typical experiment are presented on Figures 6,7 and 8.
They depict boudaries of sample mean/VaR, mean/CVaR and mean/variance feasible sets computed for 500 ten days return observations for the set of stocks which included Texaco, Ingersoll, Kodak, Fischbach, Gulf and Commercial Metals. Probability 0.95 was used for computation of VaR and CVaR. Ef¿cient frontiers were computed using 201 equidistant return values. Figure 6 shows boundary of mean-VaR feasible set with thick line. Besides, it shows images of boundaries of mean-CVaR and mean-variance feasible sets in mean-VaR space with thin and dashed lines respectively. In order to obtain these images we computed VaR of portfolios that form mean-CVaR and mean-variance ef¿cient frontiers and placed resulting points on Figure 6. Horisontal axis on this ¿gure shows VaR values expressed in percents relative to original portfolio value. Vertical axis shows expected rate of return after 10 trading days expressed in percents. Ef¿cient frontiers are easily obtained from boundaries of feasible sets. Figure 7 shows how boundaries of feasible sets and ef¿cient frontiers look in mean-CVaR space. Thus, mean-CVaR ef¿cient frontier is depicted with thin line and images of mean-VaR and mean-variance ef¿cient frontiers in mean-CVaR space are shown with thick and dashed lines respectively. The meaning of axes is similar to Figure 6 except that horisontal axis shows CVaR values. Figure 8 shows how boundaries of feasible sets and ef¿cient frontiers look in mean-standard deviation space. Thus, mean-standard deviation ef¿cient frontier is depicted with dashed line and images of mean-VaR and mean-CVaR ef¿cient frontiers in mean-standard deviation space are shown with thick and thin lines respectively. The meaning of axes is similar to Figure 6 except that horisontal axis shows standard deviation values expressed in percents.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this and other similar experiments.
1. Mean-VaR feasible set and respective ef¿cient frontier differs from traditional ef¿cient frontiers in the sense thatthey are not convex. However, its distance from convex shape is relatively small and as the ¿rst approximation it can be considered "almost" convex, especially if compared to irregular behavior of VaR function itself as shown on Figures 1-5 .
2. Taken in optimal portfolio selection context, VaR differs substantially from both CVaR and variance because mean-VaR ef¿cient portfolios may differ considerably from mean-CVaR of mean-variance ef¿cient portfolios. Figures 6-8 show several phenomena which point in this direction. Firstly, the distance between VaR-ef¿cient frontier and images of other frontiers is far larger then distance between frontiers in mean-CVaR space or mean-variance space. In other words, mean-CVaR and mean-variance ef¿cient portfolios provide a poor approximation to mean-VaR ef¿cient portfolios in mean-VaR space, while mean-VaR ef¿cient portfolios provide much better approximation to mean-CVaR and mean-variance portfolios in their respective spaces. Secondly, mean-CVaR ef¿cient portfolios do not approximate mean-VaR ef¿cient portfolios any better than mean-variance ef¿cient portfolios do. Actually, in some cases meanvariance portfolios lie closer to mean-VaR portfolios than mean-CVaR portfolios, as Figure 6 suggests. Vice versa, mean-variance portfolios can approximate mean-CVaR portfolios better than mean-VaR portfolios do (see Figure 7) .
3. For high risk portfolios all frontiers approximate each other fairly well, while for medium and small risk portfolios frontiers can differ substantially, especially for medium risk portfolios.
Summary
We studied here Value-at-Risk (VaR) in the context of VaR optimization for the purpose of selection of mean-VaR ef¿cient portfolios similar to classical mean-variance approach. Important theme of this paper is comparison of VaR with other important risk measures from optimization point of view, in particular with classical variance and more recent conditional VaR (CVaR). This comparison is performed both on theoretical plane and computational plane using the stock market data.
Our conclusion is that VaR is a substantially different risk measure and investor which expresses her risk preferences in terms of VaR should work with VaR directly in the context of mean-risk tradeoff. In particular, ef¿cient frontiers constructed on the basis of the other risk measures can be a poor approximation for mean-VaR ef¿cient frontier.
Moreover, we argue that computation of mean-VaR ef¿cient portfolios based on historic data is a feasible task, despite the fact that VaR optimization is more dif¿cult than variance optimization or CVaR optimization. For this purpose we developed a set of VaR optimization tools centered around the notion of smoothed VaR (SVaR) which ¿lters out nonsmooth irregular local behavior of historic VaR. Smoothed VaR can be ef¿ciently optimized using current commercial nonlinear programming software.
Appendix: construction of SVaR
Here we provide mathematical details about smoothing technique which was used in section 4 for computing of VaR ef¿cient portfolios.
Let us consider a ¿nite collection of functions s E%c ' c c de¿ned on some set f U c Let us ¿x &c f & and de¿ne function 8 E&c % which for ¿xed % equals function In these notations
Taking s E% ' % e 1 we obtain immediately connection with problem (9) since dkÇ0qÇo E% e 1 c c % e 1 Ç ' 8 E ek fc % Function 8 E&c % will be nondifferentiable for all & even if functions s E% are arbitrarily smooth. Suppose that s E% are twice continuously differentiable. Our objective is to construct approximation 8 4 E&c % which depends on parameter " such that 1. 8 4 E&c % is twice continuously differentiable for all " : f( 2. 8 4 E&c % $ 8 E&c % as " $ f
One possible way to obtain such approximation is a straightforward utilization of general approximation techniques, like spline approximation. However, this approach is impractical because it leads to exponential increase in computational complexity with respect to dimension of %. We develop here another approach which exploits speci¿c structure of the function 8 E&c % and results in computational requirements which do not depend on dimension of % once values of s E% are computed. For example, if s E% ' % e 1 then the total computational requirements for computing 8 4 E&c % at one point grow linearly with dimension of %. Our approximation is based on the representation of the function 8 E&c % as a linear combination of the composite functions s E% where coef¿cients in the linear combination depend on %:
In order to derive expressions for coef¿cients S E% we need the following notations:
-set of all integers from 1 to except : ' ic 2c c j q ij ( \ 8 -arbitrary subset of which contains exactly & elements f E\ 8 -subset of U c associated with set \ 8 as follows:
In order to simplify notations we shall omit dependence of L È on % where it will not cause confusion. The following lemma gives required representation of function 8 E&c % Lemma 1 Suppose that 8 E&c % is de¿ned by (19) . Then
where
Proof.
Suppose that 8 E&c % ' s o E%. We are going to prove that also the right hand side of (21) equals s o E% provided coef¿cients S E% are selected according to (22 (22) . The proof is completed. We are ready now to formulate our main approximation result which de¿nes a family of smooth approximations of function 8 E&c % It is presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 2
Suppose that s E% are twice continuously differentiable and ) 4 E5 is an arbitrary function de¿ned for 5 5 U and " f such that 1. ) 4 E5 is twice continuously differentiable for " : f 2. ) 4 E5 $ as " $ f for any ¿xed 5 f 3. ) 4 E5 $ f as " $ f for any ¿xed 5 : f 4. ) 4 E5 f for all " fc 5 and ) 4 E5 y f for some y f : f and all " fc 5 f Then function 8 4 E&c % de¿ned as follows:
E%s E%c
is twice continuously differentiable for all " : f and such that 8 4 E&c % $ 8 E&c % as " $ f for any ¿xed %.
Proof.
Let us ¿x % and suppose that o is such that 8 E&c % ' s o E%. Then from (19) 
which together with Lemma 1 yields S 4 E% $ S E%c 4 E% $ E% and ¿nally 8 4 E&c % $ 8 E&c % for " $ f and arbitrary %. The proof is completed.
By selecting a speci¿c function family ) 4 E5 speci¿c smooth approximation of nondifferentiable function 8 E&c % can be obtained. Under additional technical assumptions this approximation will converge uniformly to the original function. Selection of ) 4 E5 should take into account computational considerations. For general functions ) 4 E5 computation of S 4 E% from (24) can be a dif¿cult task because the number of terms in the sum from (24) grows exponentially with the number of observations , more precisely it equals
The number of nonzero terms can be drastically reduced by special selection of function family 
This function is depicted on Figure 9 for " ' The bene¿t of using such functions becomes clear from the following lemmas. (23)- (24) is not encouraging because the number of arithmetic operations necessary for straightforward implementation of (24) shows that in reality overhead grows relatively slow which makes computation of 8 4 E&c % an easy task even for large
Lemma 3 Suppose that in addition to conditions of Theorem 2 function
In order to make this statement precise we need to de¿ne exactly what we mean by computational overhead. For the purposes of the present discussion we shall measure overhead in a number of arithmetic operations required for computation of 8 4 E&c % after functions s E% are already computed. We do not consider comparisons and memory management operations, but their inclusion will not lead to qualitatively different results. Overhead estimate is contained in the following theorem.
Theorem 5
Suppose that ) 4 E5 is computed according to (25) . Then there exists an algorithm for which the number 7 of additional arithmetic operations necessary for computation of 8 4 E&c % for any ¿xed &c " and % can be estimated as followsG 7 E n 4 Ç (29) where is the number of functions s E%, 4 Ç $ f as $ 4c 4 Ç D and 4 Ç does not depend on dimension of vector %.
Proof.
The proof is based on estimation of the number of arithmetic operations required by Algoritm 1 and implementation of expressions (26) 
